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Theme Starter Rangeela Date beginning March 14, 2019 Watch Aangan Episode 13 Full Hum TV drama March 7, 2019, Hum TV drama Aangan Episode 13 airs March 7, 2019. Aangan Episode 13 7 March 2019 Aangan Episode 13 Full Hum TV Drama March 14, 2019, Hum TV drama Aangan Episode 13 airs March
14, 2019. Aangan Episode 13 March 14, 2019 Dramaspace Aangan Episode 13 on Hum TV in high quality March 14, 2019, Hum TV drama Aangan Episode 13 telecast March 14, 2019. Episode 13 of the March 14, 2019 Dramaspace Tonight episode of Aangan focused a lot on Jamil, Chammi and Alia's love triangle.
Mazhar was locked up for 7 years, and his wife continued to curse him. Alia continued to remind herself, as well as the audience, that she would never fall in love. At the same time, her expressions were misleading, and the haari haari scene offered something completely different. It wasn't the first time, however, that the
director had added such a forced filmy scene to the episode. The Stream StoryThe stream of stories so far has been anything but smooth. Such scenes (e.g. haari haari) only confuse the audience and disrupt the flow. Some of today's dialogues were just as confusing, while others were very repetitive. Bois says the same
thing over and over again. Repeated dialogues also slow down the pace of this drama and influence the flow of history. Israr's scenes make you wonder why Hassan Noman signed up for this character. Daadi's conversation with Bois today was supposed to be emotional, but the dialogue and execution were extremely
disappointing. CharactersMawra Hocane looks great in this drama and she acted very well too, but the close-up and over-emphasis on her appearance is becoming increasingly annoying now because Alia is supposed to be going through a very difficult time right now. The same applies to Shammi and even Jamil.
Another important scene in this episode that completely fell flat was the one that covered Alia's reaction after she read her mom's letter. Alia's intentions after reading the letter were communicated to the audience in the simplest way. Chammi, on the other hand, showed her anger and took out her frustrations by
screaming and distancing themselves from Alia.The fact that Alia's character is flawless makes it difficult for me to contact her. She complains every now and then, but in general she is always under control and trying to fix the situation. She has no vulnerabilities or flaws, except how scary she is to love. The scene
covering her reaction, when Jamil told her he loved her, was also performed badly! Shammi's character is a little more interesting just because it's easier to understand and her scenes aren't misleading. Shammi's madness is also understandable, as she has been rejected all her life, but the Muslim league has Hulsa too
much even for her! Still wondering how far she will go once she learns that Jamil bhaiya is madly in love with Alia. The only surprise in this episode was Jamil's story about Safdar's letter, which makes me wonder where Safdar is now, as he should know that Tehmina is dead. Safdar turned out to be another perverted
male character who gracefully could not get out of Temin's life. This drama has some of the most unattractive and strange male characters. Overall ImpressionThe general attitude to this drama is great, but it serves no purpose. Every scene is like a beautiful picture if you watch it without sound! The script has absolutely
no substance. Weak dialogues, misleading scenes and a scenario that leaves much to be desired are the main reasons why Aangan turns out to be the average game. It reminds me of Bean Roy, a bloated drama with a star cast that was a complete disappointment. Even after this drama and reviewing it for 13 weeks,
there is not a single character that makes me want to root for them. Every week I tune into this drama with zero expectations, but even then it continues to disappoint. Share your thoughts on this episode. Aangan episode 13 recently aired, and this week it was all about Chammi's wrath. Starring Sajal Aly, Ahad Raza Mir,
Omayr Rana, Mavra Hokan and zaib Rehman. The game is not on YouTube or any other digital media platform until now. So here's our review and summary for those curious about what's going on! The story is still: The story begins with a love affair between Subhan (Ahsan Khan) and Salma (Sonia Hussain). Subhan -
a poor working boy, Salma - the daughter of a wealthy employer. The man who calls the shot in haveli is Maalikan (Saeb Rehman), who angrily deals with philandering husband, Muzaffar (Abid Ali). Muzaffar had two mistresses, Firdos and Akhtari, who also have children with Muzaffar. Muzaffar has two legal daughters,
played by Madiha Rizvi and Uzma Baig. Muzaffar's son, Mazhar (Omayr Rana) quite means for his wife (Madiha Rizvi) and Azhar (Mustafa Afridi) also not particularly fond of being near his wife and child, because he is too busy fighting for a revolution against the British. Salma escapes with Subhan, gives birth to Safdar
and dies of tuberculosis. Muzaffar's illegitimate children come to live with them. Some of them died, only Israr (Hasan Noman) survived. Muzaffar and Azhar's children also grew up. Safdar begins to live with Majar and his family to the chagrin of his wife Mazhar. Najma went to school. Israr, the illegitimate son of Malik
Muzaffar, also lives with Azhar and his family with Maalcan. Majar has two daughters: Tehmina (Hira Mani) and Aalia (Maura Hokan). Majar's wife hates Safdar. Safdar goes to Aligarh to study. Techmina is arranged marry Jamila (son of Azhara). Tehmina committed suicide because of a failed affair with Safdar. Mazhar,
in a fit of rage, shortly after Tehmin's death, kills a British officer. Aangan Episode 13 in review; 1. The Power of Alia: In episode 13 of Aangana, we see Alia rise from a rather passive character to an active character. She takes her situation head on and tries to rectify the situation in many ways. She breaks the letter to
her mother, tries to rest with Cammy. She also decides that she will study and graduate and is never needed by anyone. However, in all these situations, it is assumed that she will eventually fall in love with Jamil, which will make the case extremely difficult. 2. Jamil's Confusion: While the drama opens in a more
explanatory note that Jamil is indeed extremely offended by his father's inability to provide for him, which turned Jamil into an opportunist, the rest of the episode is still quite confusing to Jamil's main conflicts. How did he suddenly fall in love with Alia? How does he plan to deal with Shammi? Just with angry looks? 3.
Chammi's indignation: Shammi, being the most dominant character so far, has very little in common in this episode. However, as the next promotion shows, it will be completely humiliated by the whole family. This can only contribute to a more sinister future because it is prone to attack and does not fully believe its
consequences through either. - Mahvash Mahvash aangan episode 13 dramaspice. aangan episode 13 ary digital. aangan episode 13 promo. aangan episode 13 youtube. aangan episode 13 full hum tv. aangan episode 13 dramaguru. aangan episode 13 hum tv drama. aangan episode 13 facebook
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